LAKE CARGELLIGO
An ecological, cultural, social, environmental, and
economic asset
Lake Cargelligo has not been included in the wetlands of national significance, with many studies
excluding this system, undermining its importance. Recent work is demonstrating its important to the
health of the river ecology.
Much of the work undertaken along the river to assess habitat specifically excluded Lake Cargelligo,
while including other off river and its contribution as a breeding ground and refugee is significantly
understated.
The map, water resources in region, p50, does not show lake Cargelligo as a wetland area, choosing to
exclude this important habitat & drought refuge, while including the truly ephemeral Cowl and
Brewster lakes
Lake Cargelligo is referred to as an “off river storage”, yet explorer diaries, Aboriginal sites like
middens and ochre pits, and post white settlement history, all demonstrate that this Lake existed, on a
more permanent basis than many other sites, including Brewster which as farmed continually post
settlement until the significant investment in making it a storage.
The level of Lake Cargelligo was heightened by the more than 100-year-old earthworks, reducing the
overall size of the Lake system, but it remains a natural wetland and lake system significant not just for
recreation, but for native birds, fish, and water plants as both breeding ground and drought refuge.
Lake Cargelligo fills naturally from the river. Without the embankment located in a naturally creek
water would begin moving into this system with just a high river. In a flood year water must go into
the Lake.

Catchment flows
The longitudinal profile of the Lachlan, Figure 15, clearly demonstrates that without dams and weir,
water would make its way to the end of the river. While regulators can move water away from its
natural course and environment, they cannot regulate away the basic laws of gravity. Water must
move to the lowest point, being the end of the river and the various natural lake and wetlands along
its course. Regulation will not make water run up hill.
Any changes to the volume of water moving throughout the system by way of storing more at the
top, or extracting it along the system, will directly and negatively impact the mid – lower Lachlan, the
end of the river with the most significant ecological assets.
This includes piping water out of the catchment, reducing what would be naturally occurring flows via
dams, weirs, and channels, managed aquifer recharge – these structural changes keep water where it
would not normally have stayed so that it can be taken it out and send it where it does not normally
go.
Lake Cargelligo made its water efficiency contributions to the Lachlan over 100 years ago, when a
significant part of the connected wetland areas were cut off by earth works. Cutting Lake Cargelligo

into three smaller portions will in no way benefit the community or this important ecological site. The
only apparent beneficiaries will be those who buy & sell water
The strategy refers to ‘surplus’ flows – there are no surplus flows in a river system. There are only flows
that are surplus to the ability to be able to use the water outside of the river system.
Water that enters a river system is rarely anything other than a natural flow. How much tampering
with that natural system is contributing to current climatic conditions, water quality issues, salinity, and
loss of ecological values is yet to be determined.

The opportunities
Lake Cargelligo, and its connected wetlands, represent an opportunity to maximise the benefits of
environmental works & management.
Even small change to the flow of water in Lake Cargelligo, along with carp harvesting have,
observationally, generated benefits in improved water quality and fish breeding.
Lake Cargelligo is a community that would benefit greatly from the opportunities inherent in a River
Ranger program.
Not just for the local Aboriginal population, but also as it represents an opportunity for sharing
traditional knowledge with both the local community, already strongly connected to the Lake, and
visitors, many of whom come to see the Lake, for recreation, and increasingly for bird watching.
Lake Cargelligo could also be a potential pilot for other commercial opportunities. Carp fishing
commercially is already underway. Carefully managed stocking and take of native fish may represent
another commercial opportunity, along with contributing to the depleted native fish stock, as noted in
the draft

